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Abstract
Let digraph G be a primitive digraph. The parameter l.G/ introduced by M. Lewin [Numer.
Math. 18 (1971) 154] is the smallest positive integer k for which there are both a walk of length
k and a walk of length k C 1 from some vertex u to some vertex v. As we know, the exponent
of G is the smallest k such that there is a walk of length exactly k from each vertex u to each
vertex v in G. J. Shen and S. Neufeld [Linear Algebra Appl. 274 (1998) 411] conjectured
exp.G/=l.G/ > 2 except G D Kn (complete graph with loop at each vertex). In this paper,
the conjecture was proved for undirected graph, and all primitive undirected graphs attaining
this lower bound were characterized. © 2001 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction and notation
Let G D .V ;E/ denote a digraph on n vertices, loops are permitted but no mul-
tiple arcs. A u ! v walk in G is a sequence of vertices u; u1; : : : ; up D v and a
sequence of arcs .u; u1/; .u1; u2/; : : : ; .up−1; v/, where the vertices and the arcs are
not necessarily distinct. A closed walk is a u ! v walk where u D v. A path is a
walk with distinct vertices. A cycle is a closed u ! v walk with distinct vertices
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except u D v. The length of a walk W is the number of arcs in W . The girth g of G is
the length of a shortest cycle in G. C2kC1 denotes a cycle of length 2k C 1. If the arcs
of G are undirected, we call G a graph. The notation u k!v .u k9v/ is used to indicate
that there is (no) a walk of length k from u to v. The notation u k;kC1! v means u k! v
and u kC1! v. The diameter of G is denoted by diam.G/. d.u; v/ means the distance
between u and v in G.
A digraph G is primitive if there exists some positive integer k, such that u k!v
whenever u; v 2 V .G/, the minimum such k is called the exponent of G, denoted by
exp.G/. The local exponent of G from vertex u to vertex v, denoted exp.G V u; v/, if
G is specified, is the least integer k such that u p! v for all p > k. Then it is easy to
show that exp.G/ D maxfexp.G V u; v/: u; v 2 V g.
For u 2 G, let N.u/ D fv 2 V .G/: .u; v/ 2 E.G/g. A .n; k; ; / strongly reg-
ular graph G is a k regular graph of order n, for any u; v 2 V .G/, G satisfies:
(1) if u is adjacent to v, then jN.u/ \ N.v/j D ;
(2) if u is not adjacent to v, then jN.u/ \ N.v/j D .
Let G D .V ;E/, V D fv1; v2; : : : ; vng. Define the adjacency matrix A.G/ D
.aij /nn of G as follows:
aij D

1; .vi ; vj / 2 E;
0; otherwise.
The roots of A./ D det.In − A/ D 0 are called the eigenvalues of A.G/ or G.
In 1971, Lewin [1] introduced the parameter l.G/ for a primitive digraph G, l.G/
is the smallest k such that u k;kC1! v holds for some u; v 2 V .G/, i.e.,
l.G/ D min
n




l.G/ 6 minfexp.G V u; v/: u; v 2 V .G/g 6 exp.G/
for primitive digraph;
l.G/ D minfexp.G V u; v/: u; v 2 V .G/g 6 exp.G/
for primitive graph.
Recently, some upper bounds on l.G/ in terms of the order and girth of G were
obtained by Shen and Neufeld [2].
For the relationship between l.G/ and exp.G/, Shen and Neufeld [2] raised the
following conjecture: For all primitive digraph G such that G  Kn (the complete




Shen and Neufeld [2] stated that it is not difficult to prove that the conjecture
holds for graph G and digraph G containing cycles of exactly two different lengths.
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In this note, besides the proof of the conjecture for graph G, we give all graphs
attaining the bound. In particular, we show that the ratio exp.G/=l.G/ achieves 2 for
all primitive strongly regular graphs G.
2. Main results
Clearly, there is always an odd cycle in any primitive graph.








Proof. The case g D 1 is obvious. Suppose g > 1.
Take a cycle C with length g and any two vertices, say u and v on C such that
the distance between u and v in C is .g − 1/=2. Then u and v divide C into two
parts. Along these two parts, there are walks of lengths .g − 1/=2 and .g − 1/=2 C 1
between u and v. Hence, l.G/ 6 .g − 1/=2.
On the other hand, by the definition of l D l.G/, there exist x and y such that
there are walks of both lengths l and l C 1 from x to y in G, and the two walks form
a closed walk of length 2l C 1. This implies g 6 2l C 1, i.e., l > .g − 1/=2.
Hence, we have l.G/ D .g − 1/=2. 
Lemma 2 T4U. Let G be a primitive graph with cycle of odd length g. Then
exp.G/ 6 2n − 1 − g:
The equality holds if and only if G D H; where H is made of a path of length g
and an odd cycle of length g with a vertex in common.
Let G be a primitive graph except Kn , this notation will be used in the rest of this
paper. Hence, exp.G/ > 2.
Theorem 1. Let G be a primitive graph without loop .n > 2/; then
2l.G/ 6 exp.G/ 6 2n − 2l.G/ − 2:
Proof. Let C2kC1 be the odd girth of G. Then l.G/ D k by Lemma 1, and exp.G/ 6
2n − 1 − .2k C 1/ D 2n − 2k − 2 by Lemma 2.
Taking a vertex u 2 V .C2kC1/, we consider exp.G V u; u/. Since C2kC1 is the
shortest odd cycle, u2k−19 u, then exp.G V u; u/ > 2k. By combining the above results,
Theorem 1 is obtained. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a primitive graph with a loop or a triangle. exp.G/=l.G/ D 2
if and only if G satisfies the following two conditions:
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(i) diam.G/ 6 2I
(ii) each edge of G either lies on a triangle or has a loop at least.
Proof. Since G contains a triangle or a loop, l.G/ D 1. If G satisfies conditions (i)




Conversely, if exp.G/=l.G/ D 2, then exp.G/ D 2. Clearly, diam.G/ 6 2. By the
definition of exp.G/, u 2! v for any u; v 2 V .G/, if u is adjacent to v, then u; v
satisfy condition (ii). 
Theorem 3. Let G be a primitive graph with the shortest odd cycle of length 2k C 1
.k > 1/. Then exp.G/=l.G/ D 2 if and only if G satisfies the following two condi-
tions:
(i) each edge of G lies on a C2kC1;
(ii) for any u; v 2 V .G/; where u 2 V .C2kC1/; v 2 V .C02kC1/; and V .C2kC1/ \
V .C02kC1/ D ;; there exists a walk of length 2k1 6 2k from u to v.
Proof. Since C2kC1 is the shortest odd cycle, l.G/ D k.
Suppose exp.G/=l.G/ D 2. Then exp.G/ D 2k.
Let .u; v/ be an edge of G. If .u; v/ does not lie on a C2kC1, then v
2k
9 u, because
C2kC1 is the shortest odd cycle in G. Thus, exp.G V v; u/ > 2k C 1, a contradiction
to exp.G/ D 2k. Condition (i) follows. Next, by the definition of exp.G/ D 2k, for
any u; v 2 V .G/, there exists a walk of length 2k from u to v. Thus, condition (ii)
follows.
Conversely, we investigate any pair u; v for u; v 2 V .G/. By condition (i), each
vertex of G lies on a cycle C2kC1.
Case 1. u; v lie on a common C2kC1. Obviously, u
2k! v.
Case 2. u lies on C2kC1, v lies on C02kC1, V .C2kC1/ \ V .C02kC1/ =D ;. Let w 2
V .C2kC1/ \ V .C02kC1/ and d.u;w/ D t , d.w; v/ D s with t C s 6 2k.
Subcase 2.1. Both t and s are even or odd, then t C s is even, u tCs! v, v 2k−.tCs/! v.
Thus, u 2k! v.
Subcase 2.2. One of t and s is odd and the other is even, say t is odd and s is even.
Then jt − s − 1j is even, both .2k C 1 − t/ C s and t C .2k C 1 − s/ are even. If
s < t , then u 2kC1−t! w s! v t−s−1! v, thus u 2k! v. Otherwise s > t , Similarity u 2k! v.
Case 3. u and v lie on two disintersected cycles length 2k C 1, respectively, by con-
dition (ii), u 2k1! v.k1 6 k/, v 2k−2k1! v, thus u 2k! v.
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By combining the above results, u 2k! v for any u; v 2 V .G/, then exp.G/ 6 2k,




Corollary 1. Let G be a primitive graph with odd girth g. If G satisfies the condi-
tions in Theorem 3, then exp.G/ D g − 1.
Example 1. Petersent graph G1 satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.
Example 2. Let G2 D .V ;E/, V .G2/ D f0; 1; : : : ; 12g and E.G/ D f.g; g C
k/ j g 2 V .G/, k 2 f1; 5; 8; 12g  V .G2/, where addition is taken modulo 13}, G2
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.
We find that G1 and G2 both belong to interesting strongly regular graphs, of
course there are many other graphs which also satisfy exp.G/ D g − 1. We will
prove the following theorem (Theorem 4).
Lemma 3 T5U. If a connected graph G is a strongly regular graph, then G has three
different eigenvalues at most.
Lemma 4 T5U. G is a connected graph. d D d.G/ denotes the diameter. If G has s
different eigenvalues, then s > d C 1.
Lemma 5 T5U. If G is a connected non-bipart graph, then exp.G/ 6 2d .
Theorem 4. For every strongly regular graph G, exp.G/ D g − 1 if G is primitive,
where g is the odd girth.
Proof. Let G be a .n; k; ; / primitive strongly regular graph. Then G has three
different eigenvalues at most, and d D d.G/ 6 2, exp.G/ 6 2d 6 4.
Case (i)  D 0. Then g > 5, exp.G/ > g − 1 > 4. Hence, exp.G/ D 4 D g − 1.
Case (ii)  > 1. Then g D 3. By the definition of strongly regular graph, for any
u; v 2 V .G/, if u is adjacent to v, then the edge uv lies on a C3; otherwise, d.u; v/ D
2. Hence, for any u; v 2 V .G/, u 2! v, exp.G/ D 2 D g − 1. 
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